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Absorption of surface acoustic waves by a two-dimensional electron gas
in the presence of spin-orbit interaction
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A theoretical study is presented for interactions between surface acoustic waves~SAWs! and a
two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! in the presence of spin-orbit~SO! interaction~SOI! induced
by the Rashba effect. It is found that the presence of the SOI in a 2DEG can open up new channels
for electronic transitions. As a result, an enhanced absorption of the SAWs by a 2DEG can be
achieved through intra- and inter-SO electronic transition around the Fermi level. These results
indicate that spintronic systems can be the candidate of the SAW devices. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1599631#
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I. INTRODUCTION

At present, one important aspect in the field of spin el
tronics ~or spintronics! is to study spin polarized electroni
systems realized from semiconductor nanostructures in
absence of an external magnetic field, due to important
plications to electronic devices such as spin transistors,1 spin
waveguides,2 spin filters,3 etc. It is known that in narrow-gap
semiconductor quantum well structures, the presence of
heterojunctions can lead to an inversion asymmetry of
microscopic confining potential.4 Thus, spin degeneracy o
carriers in the system can be lifted at zero-magnetic fie
This effect is electrically equivalent to a nonequilibrium su
face electric field and therefore is known as Rashba s
splitting.5 The state-of-the-art material engineering a
micro- and nanofabrication techniques have made it poss
to achieve experimentally observable Rashba effect in, e
InGaAs-based two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! sys-
tems. Moreover, it has been demonstrated experimen
that the strength of the Rashba spin-splitting and the co
sponding spin orbit interaction~SOI! in these device system
can be controlled by applying a gate voltage6 or varying
sample growth parameters.7 Currently, most of the published
work in this field has been focused on the influence of
SOI on electronic and transport properties of the 2DEG s
tems.

In this paper, we propose to study acoustic propertie
a spintronic system. In recent years, there has been a r
expansion in developing high-frequency and high-intens
ultrasonic sources such as surface acoustic waves~SAWs!.8

Recently SAWs have been intensively used to investig
different semiconductor systems9 and possible device appli
cations ~such as high-speed analog signal processo10
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single-electron devices,11 quantized-acoustoelectric-curre
devices,12 quantum computers,13 etc.! have been proposed. I
has been realized that when a SAW propagates in a pi
electric material~e.g., in III–V compounds!, a strong piezo-
electric potential can be induced so that conducting carr
in the system can be trapped and mobilized with the SA
velocity. The influence of the SAWs on spin-transport pro
erties has been studied very recently for an-type bulk
GaAs,14 which indicates that spin polarized electronic sy
tems can interact strongly with SAWs. On the basis tha
finite spin-splitting can be much more markedly achieved
InGaAs-based 2DEGs than in bulk GaAs, it is necessary
important to examine how a SAW interacts with a 2DEG
the presence of SOI and this is the prime motivation of
present study.

In this article, we will develop a simple and tractab
theory to investigate the interactions between SAWs an
2DEG when SOI induced by the Rashba effect is pres
The theoretical approach to calculate the electron-ene
loss rate caused by electron interactions with SAWs will
presented in Sec. II. The numerical results will be presen
and discussed in Sec. III and the conclusions drew from
study will be summarized in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

In the present study, we consider a 2DEG in which t
SOI is induced by the Rashba effect. Including the low
order of the SOI, the electron wavefunction and energy sp
trum in the absence of a SAW can be obtained analytic
by solving a Schro¨dinger equation.2 When a SAW is
launched on the surface~taken along thex axis! of the quan-
tum well ~the growth direction is taken along thez axis!, the
accompanied piezoelectric potential in a zinc-blende cry
can be modeled as15
il:
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Vqx
~x,t !5Vqx

exp@ i ~qxx2vqx
t !# ~1a!

with

Vqx
5

8pe14A0

k
Sqx

. ~1b!

HereA0 is the amplitude of the SAW with a wave vectorqx

and a corresponding frequencyvqx
5vsqx , and vs , k, and

e14 are, respectively, the longitudinal sound velocity, diele
tric constant, and piezoelectric modulus of the host mate
Furthermore,

Sqx
5A1e2qxds1A1* e2qxds* 1A2e2qxd ~1c!

is a sample-dependent factor, whered is a distance betwee
the surface and the 2DEG and dimensionless coeffici
A1,2 ands are determined by the elastic constants of the h
material~see the Appendix!. The factorSqx

is introduced in
taking into account of the fact that in recent experiments,
wave vectorqx of the SAWs can be so large that the produ
qxd is of order unity. Thus, the steady-state electronic tr
sition rate induced by the presence of a SAW in a spin-s
2DEG can be derived using Fermi’s golden rule, which re

Ws8s~k8,k!5
2p

\
uVqx

u2hs8s~k,qx!dk
y8 ,ky

dk
x8 ,kx1qx

3d@Es8~k8!2Es~k!2\vqx
#. ~2a!

Here, we have considered a narrow width quantum wel
which only the lowest electronic subband is present,s5
61 refers to6 spin branches,k5(kx ,ky) is the electron
wave vector along the two-dimensional~2D! plane

hs8s~k,qx!5
1

2 F11
s8s~k21qxkx!

k@~kx1qx!
21ky

2#1/2G ~2b!

is a spin-dependent element withk5@kx
21ky

2#1/2 and

Es~k!5Es~k!5\2k2/2m* 1sak ~2c!

is the energy spectrum of the 2DEG in the presence of S
with m* being the electron effective mass anda the Rashba
parameter which measures the strength of the SOI. This t
sition rate measures the probability to scatter an electron
state us,k& to a stateus8,k8& due to the presence of th
SAWs. From Eq.~2!, we see that because the piezoelec
potential induced by a SAW is along thex direction, the
interaction between a 2DEG and a SAW does not alter
electron momentum~or wavevector! along they direction
and the momentum conservation law applies to electro
scattering along thex direction.

Using the electronic transition rate, the electron-ener
loss rate can be calculated by16

P5
1

ne
(
s

(
k

f ~Es~k!!F2
de

dt G
coll

, ~3a!

wherene is the total electron density of the 2DEG,f (x) is
the electron energy-distribution function, and

F2
de

dt G
coll

5(
s8

(
k8

@Es8~k8!2Es~k!#Ws8s~k8,k! ~3b!
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is the variation of electron energy during a scattering even
case of a nondegenerate statistics. Thus, we obtain

P5E
0

`

dqx P~vqx
!, ~4!

where

P~vqx
!5b

\ne

4p2m*
\vqx (

s8,s
@ I s8s

1
~vqx

!1I s8s
2

~vqx
!#

~5!

is the energy absorption per unit time by an electron from
SAW with a frequencyvqx

, which comes from all possible
electronic transition channels. In Eq.~5!

b5b0
2~ uSqx

u21uS2qx
u2! ~6!

is a dimensionless and sample-dependent parameter, w
b058pe14m* A0 /k\2ne is a dimensionless coefficien
which measures the ratio of the SAW potential amplitude
the height of the electrostatically induced potential barrier
the electronic transition channel.15 Furthermore, for the case
of a low-temperature limit (T→0), we have

I s8s
6

~vqx
!5E

0

A4pns dx U~x6!

A~x1ska!21kv
2

3ReF ~x61x!22qx
2

qx
22~x62x!2Gs8s/2

. ~7!

Here, ns5(ne/2)2(ska/2p)A2pne2ka
2 is the electron

density in the spin branchs with ka5m* a/\2,17 x65

2s8ka6A(x1ska)21kv
2 , kv

2 5m* vqx
/\, and U(x) is a

unit-step function.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We now consider an InGaAs-based narrow quantum w
structure. The effective electron mass and longitudinal so
velocity in InGaAs are, respectively,m* 50.042me with me

being the electron rest-mass andvs54.33105 cm/s. We use
typical sample parameters for an InGaAs-based spintro
device in our numerical calculations, such as the total e
tron density ne;1011 cm22 and Rashba parametera
;10211 eV m.7 Moreover, in order to reduce the number
input parameters~such asA0 , A1 , A2 , d, s, etc.! and to see
more clearly thenet contributionsfrom electronic transi-
tions, we scaleP(vqx

) the energy absorbed by an electro
from the SAW with a frequencyvqx

by b a dimensionless
and sample-dependent parameter given by Eq.~6!. It should
be noted that althoughb is a functional form ofvqx

or qx via
a factor Sqx

, the dependence ofSqx
on qx is determined

mainly by the lattice structure of the host material~see the
Appendix!. Hence,b does not contain any information abo
SOI in a 2DEG in the sample system and, as a res
P(vqx

)/b gives net contribution induced by electronic tra
sition events.

P(vqx
)/b as a function of SAW frequencyvqx

is shown
in Fig. 1 at a fixed total electron density for different Rash
parameters. With increasinga, SOI increases and, conse
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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quently, a significantly enhanced absorption of the SAW b
2DEG can be observed via electronic transition in differ
spin branches. The contributions to power absorption of
SAW from different electronic transition channels are sho
in Fig. 2 as a function of SAW frequency for fixedne anda.
In the presence of SOI, more electrons are in the ‘‘2’’ spin
branch because it has a lower energy.17 As a result, electronic
transitions accompanied by the absorption of the SAW
be more possibly achieved in the ‘‘2’’ spin branch. From
Fig. 2, we see that over a wide range ofvqx

, the absorption
of the SAWs is mainly caused by intra-SO transitions with
the ‘‘2’’ branch. When high-frequency SAWs are launch
to the device system, the absorption can be achieved
inter-SO transitions. Therefore, the fine structure shown
the curves ofaÞ0 in Fig. 1, such as two dips fora52
310211 and 5310211 eV m, comes from contributions du
to inter-SO electronic transition.

From a fundamental perspective, the SOI in a 2DEG
some unique features.~1! In the presence of SOI, the energ
dispersion of a 2DEG is no longer parabolic@see, Eq.~2c!#
and the energy levels of different spin branches dep
strongly onk ~wavevector or momentum of an electron!. ~2!
In such a system, the spin orientation can change cont

FIG. 1. Dependence of the power absorption on frequencyvqx
of the SAW

at a fixed total electron densityne for different Rashba parametersa. Here
b, given by Eq.~6!, is a dimensionless and sample-dependent parameter
a50 corresponds to a case where SOI is absent. The dips shown fo
case ofaÞ0 come from inter-SO transitions~see Fig. 2!.

FIG. 2. Contributions to power absorption of the SAW from different tra
sition channels as a function of SAW frequency at a fixed total elec
densityne and a fixed Rashba parametera as indicated. Here, (s8,s) cor-
responds to electronic transitions from a spin branchs8 to a branchs andb
is given by Eq.~6!.
Downloaded 04 May 2010 to 130.56.105.84. Redistribution subject to AI
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ously with the momentum orientation when an electr
moves ink space. As a result, the SOI can shift6 branch of
the spectrum continuously ink space instead of a quantize
spectrum in energy space for the usual case.~3! Most impor-
tantly, the lifting of the spin degeneracy ink space opens up
new channels for electronic transitions. Thus, electrons
able to change their spin orientation simply through mom
tum exchange which can be more easily achieved than
through energy exchange for the usual case. These fea
are very favorable for interacting between electrons a
SAWs, and this is the main reason why an enhanced abs
tion of the SAW can be achieved in a system with SOI.
should be noted that at low temperatures, the power abs
tion of the SAW is determined mainly by electronic trans
tions around the Fermi level. This process requires mom
tum and energy conservation during an electronic scatte
event. From Figs. 1 and 2, it is interesting to note that wh
vqx

,50 GHz, P(vqx
)/b depends weakly onvqx

. This is
because although more electronic transition events can o
to absorb relatively low-frequency SAWs, the energy ga
\vqx

by an electron during a scattering event is also re
tively small. To absorb higher-frequency SAWs (vqx

.50 GHz), electrons have to exchange a large amoun
momentum and energy, which is less possible and result
a decrease of absorption with increasingvqx

. Moreover, the
requirement of the momentum and energy conservation f
scattering event implies that inter-SO transition accompan
by the absorption of SAW can only occur at relatively hig
SAW frequencies. It is shown in Fig. 1 that with increasi
SOI, the energy separation between the6 spin branches
around the Fermi level increases and, therefore, high
frequency SAWs can be absorbed via inter-SO transition

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have demonstrated that an enhan
absorption of the SAWs can be achieved in a spin polari
2DEG realized from a narrow-gap semiconductor quant
well. On the basis that the SOI in these systems can be
tered by applying a gate voltage or varying sample grow
parameters, the strength of the interaction between a S
and a 2DEG can therefore be controlled artificially. The
results indicate that spintronic systems can be used not
as novel electronic devices but also as advanced aco
ones such as SAW devices.
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APPENDIX

For convenience in reading this article and understa
ing the results presented and obtained, here we summa
the results on how to calculate those coefficients shown
the factorSqx

given by Eq.~1c!. The theoretical approach t
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calculate piezoelectric potential induced by SAWs launch
on the surface of a zinc-blende crystal~such as AlxGa12xAs
and InxGa12xAs) has been well documented.18 According to
Ref. 18, the dimensionless coefficientsA1,2 and s shown in
Eq. ~1c! can be calculated through

A15
g22s

s221
e2 if ~A1!

and

A25
22

11k
@cosf1k Re~A1!1Re~sA1!#. ~A2!

Here, k is the dielectric constant, ands is determined by
solving

05~c118 2Xc112s2c11!~c442Xc112s2c44!

1s2~c121c44!
2, ~A3!

g is given by

g5sF c121c44

c442~X1s2!c11
G , ~A4!

andf is obtained by solving

e22if52
g* 2s*

g2s
. ~A5!

In Eqs. ~A3!–~A5!, ci j is the elastic constant for a zinc
blende lattice, c118 5(c111c1212c44)/2, and X5rvs

2/c11

with r being the density of the host material andvs the
longitudinal sound velocity. Thus, if one knows the mater
parameters such asci j , k, r andvs , A1,2 ands shown in Eq.
~1c! can be obtained analytically. Moreover, it has been p
posed by Refs. 15 and 18 that for AlxGa12xAs-based struc-
Downloaded 04 May 2010 to 130.56.105.84. Redistribution subject to AI
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tures, the actual values of these material parameters ca
obtained by linear combination of those in GaAs and Al. O
the basis that InGaAs has the same lattice structure as
GaAs, the parametersA1,2 ands for InGaAs-based structure
can therefore be calculated by the same way used for ca
lating AlGaAs documented in Refs. 15 and 18.
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